which all 17 thrusters are mounted), and a magnetometer boom (Fig. 2) . As the spacecraft reaches a distance of less than 0.5 AU (astronomical units) from the Sun, the solar arrays are rotated between 30°and 72° from the full-Sun orientation in order to maintain solar array surface temperature well below 150°C yet still provide adequate power for the spacecraft. Attitude control is accomplished with four reaction wheels. These wheels also store momentum produced by environmental torques. In order to prevent active momentum dumps (via thruster use) the torque due to solar radiation pressure (SRP) can be used for passive reduction of momentum stored in the reaction wheels. Passive momentum management is achieved by controlling solar radiation pressure induced torque with: (1) pointing offsets that orient each solar array at slightly different orientations relative to the Sun, (2) selection of sunshade orientation within ± 12° Sun keep-in constraints, and (3) attitude changes around the direction to the Sun, thereby forcing the SRP torque to oppose the direction of the current system momentum. Spacecraft attitude history and prediction files are created using information about spacecraft attitude from momentum management, science activities, navigation events for orbit determination, operational tests, and spacecraft uplink and downlink. Application of these attitude history and prediction files to orbit determination and orbit propagation using gravitational attraction and solar radiation pressure perturbations on the spacecraft all contribute to the precise determination of requirements for trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs). The spacecraft's dual-mode propulsion system draws hydrazine from two large fuel tanks and one small auxiliary fuel tank and nitrogen tetroxide from one large oxidizer tank. The 660-N large-velocity-adjust (LVA) thruster (specific impulse of 316 s) and 16 smaller monopropellant thrusters (specific impulse of 200 to 235 s) provide capability for TCMs in any direction, even when considering sunshade orientation constraints. Four 22-N monopropellant thrusters are mounted on the same deck as the LVA thruster and twelve 4-N thrusters are situated in groups of four at the corners of both solar array sides of the spacecraft bus and in pairs on the sunward and anti-sun sides of the spacecraft. The 12 smallest thrusters are used for attitude control during burns and for small TCMs. The net direction of velocity change (ΔV) for each thruster set and primary spacecraft structures contributing to thruster plume impingement are listed in Fig. 2 . Plume impingement provides significant reduction in propulsive efficiency for TCMs requiring significant duty cycles for the A (-x side) and B (+x side) thrusters. Additional details of the spacecraft's propulsion system are provided by engineers who directed the subsystem design and pre-launch tests 3 .
Operational constraints for TCM design

Figure 2. Thruster orientation for MESSENGER (-y axis points near the Sun).
and planetary flybys restrict both spacecraft orientation and proximity to the planet. An operational limitation on sunshade orientation when the spacecraft is closer than 0.85 AU from the Sun is called the Sun keep-in (SKI) constraint. For SKI-compliant ΔVs that are not directed toward or away from the Sun, the Sun-spacecraft-ΔV angle must be between 78° and 102°. During heliocentric cruise this constraint limits the timing for DSMs. During the Mercury orbit phase this constraint restricts the timing of orbit insertion and confines the timing of TCMs to twice per 88-day Mercury year. Periapsis altitude limits during planetary flybys included 300-km altitude (200 km with 3σ errors) at Venus and 200-km altitude (150 km with 3σ errors) at Mercury. Additional upper limits were placed on total ΔV cost incurred through Mercury orbit insertion if projected TCM execution errors and potential orbit propagation errors exceeded a limit set for each flyby. All TCMs must occur outside of superior solar conjunction, defined by Sun-Earth-spacecraft angle < 3° where solar-plasma-induced noise interferes with communication with the spacecraft. The requirement for real-time monitoring of the spacecraft during TCM execution is compromised during solar conjunction.
II. Maneuver Design Options at Launch
In order to understand the basis for post-launch maneuver design improvements, it is beneficial to summarize maneuver design options that were available in mission design software as of launch. Most of these maneuver design options had been practiced and documented during a series of pre-launch operational readiness tests. Table 1 briefly describes each maneuver design option available at launch. In order to simplify Table 1 , the ΔV component directions shown refer to TCMs performed when the sunshade is pointed toward the Sun. The spacecraft's sunshade has pointed toward the Sun (within SKI limits) continuously since June 21, 2006. The relative ΔV magnitude reserved for each propulsive mode increases as the mode number increases from one to three. propulsive modes are multiple-component TCMs since two ΔV vector components are required to obtain the net ΔV with Sun-spacecraft-ΔV angle between 12° and 78° or between 102° and 168° while maintaining spacecraft attitude within SKI limits. The "lateral" ΔV component direction indicates that the ΔV direction is within 12° of orthogonal to the sunward or anti-sun (also called "radial") direction. One mission-critical (unable to achieve Mercury orbit without) maneuver type missing from Table 1 is the "turn while burn" approach used with constant rate changes in ΔV vector right ascension and declination. Development and testing of mission design software for this "turn while burn" method needed for Mercury orbit insertion was planned during the cruise phase. Some details of the mode 2/1 and mode 1/1 component maneuver design were not fully developed before MESSENGER's launch. Another aspect of maneuver design is the strategy for recovery from maneuver anomalies. Prior to launch the schedule for deterministic (well known before launch) TCMs placed such ΔVs at the point of minimum total mission ΔV with adjustment in timing to make DSM-2 compliant with the solar conjunction exclusion constraint. If a mission-critical DSM was missed or had a large underburn, the contingency cleanup option could require either a violation of the 12° Sun-spacecraft-ΔV SKI constraint (leading to direct solar heating on sensitive spacecraft components for a short time before, during, and after a contingency TCM) or a delay of about one orbit with large increase in total mission ΔV. Statistical TCMs (cleanup maneuvers after launch, DSMs, or planetary flybys) were placed after DSMs and at carefully considered times before and after each planetary encounter. Prior to launch, contingency (or backup) TCMs were not scheduled. However, the pre-launch placement of DSM-2 was about one week before reaching a 2° Sun-Earth-spacecraft angle within solar conjunction.
III. Maneuver Design and Trajectory Prediction Improvements after Launch
Maneuver design and trajectory prediction improvements after launch include factors that lower mission risk, preserve ΔV margin, and minimize offsets from planetary encounter target objectives. MESSENGER flight team members responsible for these improvements include navigation, mission design, guidance and control, and propulsion. These improvements include aspects of orbit determination and maneuver performance estimation that contribute to reductions in uncertainty in the location and timing of the spacecraft trajectory propagated to the next planetary encounter. Improvements are organized in three categories based on their effect (significant, minimal, or none) on the success of targeting for the spacecraft's first Mercury flyby. Those maneuver design improvements with no effect of Mercury flyby 1 targeting are included because understanding these adjustments is necessary to explain the timing of completed and planned TCMs that are discussed in subsequent sections.
Description of the TCMs designated for the targeting and post-encounter cleanup of Mercury flyby 1 is helpful toward understanding the effectiveness of several maneuver design improvements. Note in Fig. 3 the placement of DSM-2 (TCM-18) well before the longest solar conjunction, providing opportunity for a contingency TCM prior to entering conjunction and also giving time for orbit data collection and maneuver performance estimation before conjunction. The placement of DSM-2 well before the minimum-total-ΔV date provided a valuable head start on preliminary planning for TCM-19, which was scheduled only 26 days before the Mercury encounter. Minimal execution error, accurate trajectory propagation, and Mercury encounter target adjustment using adjustments in solar panel orientation all contributed to the cancellation of TCM-20 and TCM-21 (contingency placeholder) before the Mercury flyby and TCM-22 after the flyby.
Accuracy of the predicted flyby trajectory and approach trajectory correction maneuvers is assessed using the Bplane, or hyperbolic impact-plane, intercept at Mercury periapsis. The B-plane is the plane normal to the incoming asymptote of the hyperbolic flyby trajectory that intersects the center of the target body (i.e., Mercury). The reference vector normal to the B-plane, the "S-axis," lies along the incoming asymptote. For MESSENGER planetary encounters, the "T-axis" is parallel to the line of intersection between the B-plane and the Earth Mean Ecliptic plane of January 1.5, 2000 (and is positive in the direction of decreasing right ascension). The "R-axis" (positive toward the south ecliptic pole) completes the orthogonal, right-handed "T-R-S" Cartesian coordinate axes.
A. Improvements with Significant Effect on Mercury Flyby 1 Targeting
Although the precise targeting of MESSENGER's first flyby of Mercury required significant contributions from many aspects of the flight team, there were three adjustments that provided notable improvements in targeting accuracy. These adjustments include:
1) integrating solar radiation pressure perturbations with changes in solar array orientation to shift the Mercury encounter B-plane intercept, 2) using additional Delta Differential One-way Ranging (Delta-DOR) data to improve trajectory estimation, 3) adjusting spacecraft attitude during TCM implementation to offset performance bias observed in maneuver Monte Carlo simulations.
Application of Solar Sailing to Effectively Utilize Solar Radiation Pressure Perturbations
As 
More Delta-DOR Tracks before Mercury Flyby 1 to Reduce Mercury Encounter Trajectory Uncertainty
With a 7-week-long solar conjunction occurring from about one week after DSM-2 until five weeks before the Mercury flyby, the navigation team recommended the scheduling of Delta-DOR tracks near DSM-2, solar conjunction entry and exit, and on final approach to Mercury. The Delta-DOR tracking session includes slews by two Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas from the spacecraft to nearby (within 10° pointing direction) quasars and return to the spacecraft. About 10 minutes of VLBI (very long baseline interferometry) data are collected from each source (spacecraft or quasar) using two DSN antennas at widely separated tracking complexes. More detail on the application of Delta-DOR to the MESSENGER mission is available in Refs. 4 (Venus flyby 1), 5 (Venus flyby 2), and 6 (DSM-2 and Mercury flyby 1). Figure 5 shows the timing and frequency of Delta-DOR tracks scheduled near DSM-2, the subsequent solar conjunction, and Mercury flyby 1. These tracks include a balance of north-south (N-S) and east-west (E-W) baseline tracks indicating the VLBI separation of DSN antennas. The navigation team's incorporation of Delta-DOR tracking data into orbit solutions enabled faster and more accurate reconstruction of DSM-2, and more accurate estimation of the Mercury B-plane intercept for more precise planning of TCM-19. 
Adjustment of Spacecraft Attitude to Correct Demonstrated TCM Execution Performance Bias
TCM-19 was the first MESSENGER maneuver to include an attitude bias based on experience at prior maneuvers. The ΔV for this maneuver was imparted by the B-thrusters, which are on the +x face of the spacecraft (producing a -x force in the spacecraft body frame), and are canted in toward the solar array. This cant angle resulted in significant plume impingement for these thrusters, which reduced the thrust in the -x direction by 10-15%. The impingement also produced a small lateral force in the -y direction of about 3-4% of the expected maneuver thrust level. Reduced thrust in the -x direction increases the duration necessary to achieve the desired ΔV. Since each MESSENGER maneuver is terminated on the basis of onboard accelerometer measurement of the ΔV, this does not adversely impact the magnitude performance of the maneuver. The accelerometers sense underperformance due to plume impingement, and resulting adjustments in burn duration are used to compensate for the reduction in thrust. This can be seen in the upper plot in Fig. 6 , where the Monte Carlo simulations for TCM-19 show magnitude errors of less then 1% despite the modeled 15% reduction in thrust due to plume impingement. The direction performance in the simulations is clearly biased by about 1.5°, which reflects the modeled impingement force of about 3-4%. Although there is an onboard guidance algorithm to improve direction performance for the maneuvers, it was necessary to disable this algorithm for TCM-19 due to problems experienced at prior maneuvers. While a direction error of 1.5° would have been tolerable at this burn, the team was convinced that the burn attitude could be biased to remove this offset. Since there wasn't a high degree of confidence in the impingement model used to produce Fig. 6 , the team relied more heavily on the flight experience of similar burns. The flight data from three similar maneuvers (TCMs 10, 12 and 16) revealed an expected direction error of 2° resulting from the -y impingement force. The burn was biased to account for this expected burn direction error via a 2° tweak to the burn attitude. The execution of TCM-19 revealed that the direction bias improved performance as expected, resulting in a direction error of 0.2° for the maneuver, and significantly improving the Mercury flyby 1 targeting. 
B. Improvements with Minimal Effect on Mercury Flyby 1 Targeting
Three more post-launch adjustments in TCM planning and design led to small improvements in targeting accuracy. These adjustments include: 1) accounting for the offset between the true LVA thrust vector direction and the spacecraft +z axis at DSM-2, 2) restricting planetary approach TCMs to implementation using a single thruster set, 3) improving TCM performance estimation by detailed accounting of all thrust activity based on in-flight data.
Application of Measured Offset between the LVA Thrust Vector and the Spacecraft's +z Axis
Analysis of thruster and accelerometer data from the first two LVA thrust events, DSM-1 (TCM-9) on 12 December 2005 and TCM-13B (second component of the Venus flyby 1 cleanup) on 2 December 2006 revealed a misalignment of the LVA thrust vector direction and the spacecraft's +z axis. The Cartesian unit vector (x, y, z) in the spacecraft body frame for the computed LVA thrust vector alignment is (0.003, -0.012, 0.99992), which corresponds to a 0.7° offset. Accounting for this alignment offset with DSM-2 planning contributed to lower execution error for this final deterministic TCM less than three months before Mercury flyby 1. The minimal execution error for DSM-2 led to cancellation of a contingency cleanup TCM just before the spacecraft entered the mission's longest solar conjunction in late October of 2007.
Implementation of Planetary Approach TCMs Using a Single Thruster Set
Before approach to the first Venus flyby the plan was to use two orthogonal thruster sets (see Table 1 ) in the Introduction) to achieve ΔVs with Sun-spacecraft-ΔV angle between 12° and 78° or between 102° and 168°. A mode 2/1 component maneuver (TCM-11) was implemented during approach to Venus flyby 1 with a large (> 11°) pointing error. For the final TCM before Venus flyby 1 (TCM-12) and for approach to Venus flyby 2 and Mercury flyby 1 all statistical TCMs had pointing errors at or below 2°. Even though the cause for the large pointing error for TCM-11 was understood, the more accurate and less complex (to design and implement) single-component TCMs were made possible by shifting the periapsis time of the upcoming flyby either later or earlier until the Sunspacecraft-ΔV angle came within 1° of 90°. Note that two solutions exist -one with earlier and one with later than the nominal (no-TCM) planetary arrival time. Once the lowest-ΔV solution was identified for a preliminary TCM design, the planetary encounter time was frozen to assist final science and operations planning. Orbit determination updates between the preliminary and final TCM designs offered small enough change to allow a SKI-compliant (Sun-spacecraft-ΔV angle within 12° of 90°) design using the frozen planetary encounter time. The well-tested Bthruster set was used for precise implementation of small mode-1 TCMs just before each flyby.
Improved Modeling of TCM Performance for Design
At the beginning of the maneuver design process inputs from propulsion and guidance and control are delivered to the mission design lead engineer. After incorporation of updated TCM performance parameters such as specific impulse, thrust level, and duty cycle for each thruster set during all segments of the TCM, the mission design team delivers a simplified equivalent (in performance) engine model to the navigation team. Improvements based on postflight experience using TCM telemetry and on maneuver design software upgrades have minimized differences in propellant usage and thrust duration between TCM final design and TCM final reconstruction. The net result is small improvements in the accuracy of post-TCM trajectory propagation to the planetary encounter.
C. Improvements with No Effect on Mercury Flyby 1 Targeting
Although three additional maneuver design adjustments did not affect Mercury flyby 1 targeting accuracy, these adjustments offer varying amounts of risk reduction for upcoming TCMs. These design and schedule adjustments include, in order from highest to lowest change in potential mission risk:
1) developing and completing a test of the "turn while burn" mode required for Mercury orbit insertion, 2) adding fully designed, tested, and scheduled contingency TCM options for mission-critical TCMs, 3) formulating a minimum-cost method for implementing vector-component TCMs.
Upgrade of Maneuver Design Software, Processes, and Test Plans Leading to an Orbit Insertion Test
The ability to follow a changing ΔV direction during Mercury orbit insertion is a critical requirement for mission success. The MESSENGER spacecraft has insufficient propellant margin to enable orbit insertion using a highly inefficient inertially fixed ΔV direction. The means of implementation chosen well before launch by the MESSENGER project is optimization of initial ΔV vector right ascension and declination, along with optimal rates for right ascension and declination. For the current nominal MOI design the thrust vector changes by about 34° in declination and 6° in right ascension. Application of the same turn rate during DSM-3, the smallest of all five DSMs, produced a ΔV direction change of 3.9° in declination and 0.7° in right ascension. This small deviation from an inertially fixed TCM implementation increased total mission ΔV less than 0.02 m/s. Using DSM-3 to test the ground-based and onboard software for Mercury orbit insertion presented the lowest potential for execution error of any mode-3 LVA maneuver. If the "turn while burn" test revealed the need for a corrective software patch, the test could be performed again for DSM-5 nearly 21 months later -more than enough time to formulate, implement, test, and upload software changes to the spacecraft. An additional advantage to performing the MOI turn test with DSM-3 is the excellent observability of the Doppler shift -about 99% of the ΔV was observable due to a 172° angle between the ΔV and Earth directions. The resulting performance (see section IV) was the most accurate of the four mode 3 TCMs conducted by MESSENGER. Plans are being developed to use part of DSM-4 to test maneuver performance if accelerometer function is lost before MOI. During this contingency test the spacecraft follows an attitude profile and terminates thrust on the basis of estimated ΔV magnitude.
Addition of Complete Designs for Contingency Opportunities for Mission-Critical TCMs
Due to phasing of five DSMs and six planetary flybys, along with decreasing heliocentric orbit period and increasing risk for performing TCMs outside of restricted spacecraft orientations, the MESSENGER project has chosen to design and schedule additional TCMs for selected mission-critical TCMs. To qualify for scheduling a backup or contingency TCM, failure to complete a "mission-critical" TCM within two weeks of the baseline TCM date would have to result in the potential loss of full mission success as measured by depletion of ΔV margin or unacceptable risk of failure of science objectives for the upcoming planetary encounter. Each of the first three completed DSMs were shifted slightly earlier than the minimum-total-ΔV date in order to create an option for a SKI-compliant "no-burn" contingency TCM opportunity 5-7 days later. A description of all past contingency TCMs, none of which were utilized, appears in Table 2 . Sun-Earth-probe angle is denoted as "SEP" in Table 2 . 
Formulation of a Minimum-Cost Method for Implementing Multiple-Component TCMs
During 2006 the navigation team proposed a maneuver decomposition technique that utilizes the spacecraft's ability to roll about a line that is orthogonal to the spacecraft-to-Sun direction. This technique uses two angles (shown as equal angles α SKI in Fig. 7 ), both compliant with the SKI constraint, to decompose the total ΔV vector into lower total-ΔV non-orthogonal vector components. This efficient TCM design option, while not yet implemented for a MESSENGER TCM, has been incorporated into maneuver design software by the navigation and mission design. No software modifications were required by guidance and control 7 or other components of the flight team. As shown in Fig. 7 the radial component would be implemented by the anti-Sun-mounted S1 and S2 thrusters, and the lateral component would be imparted using either the four A-side or four B-side thrusters. 
IV. Maneuver Performance and Flyby Target Assessment
Although the MESSENGER heliocentric cruise phase has been clearly successful since launch, the implementation of several trajectory-correction maneuvers has led to valuable opportunities to learn more about the effective utilization of the spacecraft's many pointing options and the capable onboard propulsion system. The record of TCM performance and the proximity of the B-plane intercept to the B-plane aim point for each planetary flyby provide a means of assessing the mission's success in delivering the spacecraft on a trajectory whereby important science objectives are possible. While the following material is not intended to provide subsystem details about post-TCM determination of lessons learned, it does illustrate significant improvement in overall mission performance.
A. Maneuver Performance for Completed Heliocentric Course-Correction Maneuvers
A concise summary of TCM timing and performance (Table 3) Additional explanation of the purpose for TCMs not listed in Table 2 demonstrates the TCM variety and flight team experience acquired during the first half of the 7.6-year Mercury orbiter mission. The first two TCMs cleaned up post-launch injection errors. After a small deterministic TCM-3 the mode-1 TCMs 5 and 6 were the first to utilize the anti-Sun S and sunshade-protruding P thrusters as they targeted the Earth flyby. The next four TCMs (9-12) targeted Venus flyby 1, which required a significant multiple-component TCM-13 to clean up the target offset. For TCM-13 the mode-1 component was split in two since the auxiliary fuel tank (used exclusively for mode-1 TCMs) does not hold enough hydrazine to complete the full mode-1 ΔV component with continuous thrusting. TCMs 15 and 16 tar-geted Venus flyby 2. TCM-18 (DSM-2) concluded with a mode-1 firing of the B-side thrusters with solar arrays tilted 65° away from Sun-facing to characterize plume impingement for future Mercury approach TCMs closer than 0.5 AU from the Sun. Another reason for the "B" component of TCM-18 was to use the smallest thrusters to center the fuel in the two large fuel tanks, thereby simplifying passive momentum management for the spacecraft. The A, B, and C segments shown in Table 3 for TCM-23 are part of one contiguous mode-3 maneuver (like DSM-1); the extra detail is here because segments B and C followed a turn rate close to that planned for Mercury orbit insertion.
B. Planetary Target Offsets and Flyby Trajectory Changes
Another measure of the accuracy of final planetary approach TCMs and orbit estimation is a comparison of the final B-plane target with the reconstructed B-plane intercept. For small differences between the target and achieved periapsis at each flyby, differences in spacecraft altitude also demonstrate a measure of success in minimizing total ΔV (through MOI) cost associated with flyby target results. These results and the "periapsis offset" distance between target periapsis and achieved periapsis (Cartesian vector difference, not B-plane shift) are summarized in Table 4 .
Table 4. Assessment of planetary encounter targeting for MESSENGER's first four flybys.
The first Venus flyby occurred during solar conjunction at Sun-Earth-spacecraft angle < 1.4°. Reference 4 provides an account of factors leading to the larger offset between aim point and intercept for this flyby. More favorable approach geometry and assimilation of Delta-DOR orbit data were important factors that helped reduce target offsets for the subsequent second Venus and first Mercury flybys.
Each planetary flyby completed by or planned for MESSENGER achieves significant amounts of change in the heliocentric trajectory's size and orientation. Without even one of these gravity-assist flybys the spacecraft would have been unable to carry enough propellant to attain orbit around Mercury. An account of each planetary flyby's change in spacecraft orbit orientation (longitude of perihelion and orbit inclination) and orbit size (aphelion and perihelion distances) appears in Table 5 of Ref. 8 . The equivalent ΔV imparted to the spacecraft trajectory during each planetary gravity assist, is the following:
where V ∞ is approach hyperbolic excess velocity, r p is periapsis distance from the planet's center, and μ p is the planet's effective gravitational parameter. This ΔV is 5.9963 km/s for Earth, 5.5225 km/s for Venus flyby 1, 6.9378 km/s for Venus flyby 2, 2.3040 km/s, 2.4521 km/s, and 2.8535 km/s for Mercury flybys 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Each of MESSENGER's gravity-assist flybys has a periapsis in front of (i.e., on the side associated with the planet's heliocentric velocity vector) the planet, and each flyby decreases the spacecraft orbit's kinetic energy. The first three flybys (Earth in Fig. 8 , Venus in Fig. 9 ) have the spacecraft approach from inside (sunward) the planet's orbit and with the trajectory bending clockwise around the planet as viewed from the north ecliptic pole. The three flybys of Mercury (Fig. 10) . Eclipse entry and exit times indicate time in the penumbra (partial eclipse). Since the primary objectives of the MESSENGER mission involve seeking answers to fundamental science questions, it is useful to see an illustrative example of science data returned by the MESSENGER spacecraft during its first flyby of Mercury. The rightmost image in Fig. 11 compares well with the corresponding simulated view ("NAC" is the spacecraft's narrow-angle camera) of Mercury planned weeks before the flyby. The center view of Fig. 11 shows the progress towards completing the Mercury approach NAC image mosaic. For the first flyby of Mercury by a spacecraft in nearly 33 years, this comparison of the planned view of Mercury's surface with the actual view from the spacecraft demonstrates the success of the flight team, including factors discussed in this paper. 
V. Conclusion
A little over halfway through its nominal 7.6-year mission to Mercury, the MESSENGER spacecraft has already successfully navigated through many of the higher-risk mission events. Some of these higher-risk mission events include a Venus flyby well into a lengthy solar conjunction, a deep-space maneuver just before entering a 7-week solar conjunction, and the first Mercury flyby at only 200-km altitude just five weeks after departure from this long solar conjunction.
Improvements in techniques for course-correction maneuver design and trajectory estimation have saved propellant and led to the cancellation of numerous planned TCMs. The most significant of these improvements are:
1) applying a solar sailing technique to effectively utilize solar radiation pressure perturbations to counter small TCM execution errors and improve planetary encounter target accuracy, 2) scheduling additional Delta-DOR tracks before Mercury flyby 1 to reduce Mercury encounter trajectory uncertainty, 3) adjusting spacecraft attitude to correct demonstrated TCM execution performance bias. While TCM execution prior to the second Venus flyby led to a number of lessons learned and revised software on the ground and on the spacecraft, low execution errors and accurate trajectory estimation for the first Mercury flyby, and the approach to the second Mercury flyby, have been far better than pre-launch expectations.
Appendix -Recent Updates to Planned TCMs and Orbit Phase
Changes in maneuver design strategy and improvements in trajectory optimization made after launch have introduced notable changes in future course corrections to the MESSENGER spacecraft's trajectory. Improvements in trajectory optimization since early post-launch operations late in 2004 yielded a decrease by 1% (8.5 m/s) in Mercury orbit insertion ΔV magnitude (see Table 5 ). TCMs during Mercury orbit phase are called OCMs (orbit correction maneuvers). Upcoming DSMs have increased 2.4% (DSM-4) and 0.5% (DSM-5) as a consequence of changes in completed planetary flybys and DSMs and in mission risk reduction measures such as choosing offoptimal maneuver execution dates to allow backup maneuver opportunities. Still other planned TCMs (all six orbitcorrection maneuvers planned after MOI) have undergone redesigns with less than 0.01% change in total ΔV.
In order to provide a basis for understanding reduction in Mercury orbit insertion ΔV, an explanation of the Mercury orbit insertion strategy and initial primary science orbit is needed. The large velocity adjust bi-propellant LVA thruster is utilized to insert (MOI-1) the spacecraft into a Mercury orbit inclined 80° relative to Mercury's equator and having an orbit period between 12.8 hours and 16 hours. A much smaller bi-propellant mode-3 TCM (MOI-2) performed 2-4 days later will place the spacecraft into a 200-km-altitude periapsis by 12-hour-period science orbit. Both MOI-1 and MOI-2 are placed close to crossover points where spacecraft elevation angle above the local horizon is about the same at two widely separated (e.g., Canberra and Goldstone) DSN antenna stations. To achieve this lower-risk communication condition six 14-hour, 44-minute orbits separate MOI-1 and MOI-2. The 3.7-day period between MOI-1 and MOI-2 is the longest separation meeting this communication condition that also leaves sufficient margin relative to the 12° SKI constraint indicated by the maximum Sun-spacecraft-ΔV angle in Table 5 . Additional delay in MOI-2 could maintain margin relative to this SKI constraint only with wasteful out-of-orbitplane implementation of the MOI-2 ΔV. Relative to previous MOI designs, additional improvement came from starting MOI-1 earlier, allowing periapsis during MOI-1 and after MOI-1 to decrease. Because the Mercury approach velocity asymptote provides an initial orbit solution with sub-spacecraft periapsis latitude near 53°, some rotation of the line of apsides (to meet a requirement for 60° sub-spacecraft periapsis latitude after MOI-2) is Figure 12. Mercury orbit insertion trajectory and maneuvers (viewed after MOI-2 at time of orbit 7).
required during orbit insertion. The prior approach of completing 100% of the apsidal rotation with MOI-1 and centering MOI-2 about periapsis to lower orbit period to 12 hours has been improved slightly by allocating a small portion of the apsidal rotation to MOI-2, which then is performed closer to 20° true anomaly (after periapsis passage). A slight decrease in Mercury approach excess velocity also contributes 2-3 m/s of the net 8.5 m/s ΔV savings in MOI since late 2004. Figure 12 shows the placement of the primary (MOI-1) and clean-up (MOI-2) maneuvers and the eclipse-free (Sun view) and fully observable (Earth view) nature of Mercury orbit insertion. The size of the orbit between MOI-1 and MOI-2 and the number of orbits between maneuvers will provide the flight team sufficient time to evaluate MOI-1 and change the start time and burn duration of MOI-2 to provide a more precise (than using one TCM for the full orbit insertion) insertion into the science orbit. Each pair of OCMs is designed to return the spacecraft to the initial primary science orbit's size and shape. Solar gravity, solar radiation pressure, and spatial variations in Mercury's gravity will change the orbit by shifting periapsis north, increasing orbit inclination, and rotating the low-altitude descending node away from the Sun direction (when Mercury is at perihelion). The first OCM of each pair delivers a ΔV in the spacecraft velocity direction at periapsis, placing the spacecraft on a transfer orbit with apoapsis altitude equal to that of the 200-km periapsis altitude by 12-hour orbit. Two-and-a-half orbits (30.6 hours) later, at apoapsis, the second OCM of each pair will lower periapsis altitude to 200 km by imparting a larger mode-3 ΔV opposite the spacecraft velocity direction. This second OCM will also return the spacecraft's orbit period to 12 hours.
